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PUBLISHING YOUR DISSERTATION

PUBLISHING WITH A PUBLISHING HOUSE
The minimum number of copies of an edition is eighty. The State and University Library Hamburg is to receive five and the Graduate School two copies. The Graduate School deposits one copy in the Graduate School’s archive and one copy in either the Social Sciences Library or the Economics Library.

PUBLISHING ELECTRONICALLY VIA THE STATE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY HAMBURG
All information on publishing electronically is available here:

IMPORTANT: http://www.sub.uni-hamburg.de/service/publikationsservice.html

In addition to uploading, you are required to deposit two paper copies of your dissertation with the State and University Library and the Graduate School. One copy is deposited in the Graduate School’s archive and one copy in either the Social Sciences Library or the Economics Library.

PUBLISHING A DISSERTATION BY PUBLICATION
As the contents of the doctoral dissertation are available to the public as journal articles, an additional publication is not necessary. Four copies of the dissertation are to be deposited with the State and University Library and two copies with the Graduate School.

Copies of the dissertation are to be provided with a dissertation title page and, where necessary, further unpublished sections, and submitted in the usual bound hardcover form.

If sections of the dissertation have not yet been published, the author is to submit a letter from the supervisor detailing the expected date of publication in an academic journal for the as yet unpublished sections. Publication through the State and University Library may then be delayed for up to two years.

Dissertations by publication may also be published electronically, so long as permission from all publishing houses has been acquired. In such cases, regulations for electronic dissertations shall apply.

NOTES ON PAPER COPIES
All paper copies are to be printed on non-aging, acid-free paper and submitted bound in the usual manner (no ring binding).

SUBMISSION OF COPIES OF THE DISSERTATION SUBMITTED FOR EXAMINATION (SELF-PUBLISHING)
The minimum number of copies in an edition is eighty. Two copies are to be submitted to the Graduate School. One of these is deposited in the Graduate School’s archive, the other in either the Social Sciences Library or the Economics Library.

THESSES AND DISSERTATIONS HANDLING, STATE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Copies intended for the State Library (for all four publishing options) are to be submitted to Theses and Dissertations Handling in the State Library. You will receive a receipt confirming submission of the required copies.

NOTES ON PUBLICATION PURSUANT TO THE DOCTORAL DEGREE REGULATIONS DATED 2010
Successful completion of the oral defense counts as permission to publish the dissertation. Doctoral degree certificates are to be issued within four weeks of the oral defense. You are eligible to carry the title of Doctor once you have received your doctoral degree certificate. Required copies/publications are to be submitted to the Graduate School within one year of the oral defense.

SAMPLE TITLE PAGE
Please insert a dissertation title page into the deposit copies. You will find a sample of the dissertation title page here:

IMPORTANT: http://www.wiso.uni-hamburg.de/einrichtungen/graduate-school/downloads

You can also find further information and forms relating to the doctoral studies in the Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences at this link.